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Will Turkish/Middle Eastern prices see 
further growth in 2018?  
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Is the carnival ride finally over? 
2017 was a better year than expected, mainly due to the good performance 
of the Chinese market, the reduction in exports from China and the rally of 
scrap prices globally. 
 
Iron ore price during the year averaged $70-75/t CFR Qingdao according to 
Kallanish price series, well above the $60/t CFR Qingdao average registered 
in 2016. The year ended with spot prices close to the average annual level, 
but in March 2017 the market surpassed the $90/t CFR Qingdao. Overall 
prices at the end of the year were almost 10% lower than December 2016, 
but the market has enjoyed a continued recovery since the beginning of 
November, potentially continuing into January. 

The scrap market, on the other hand, had an incredible year, with a new record level at $370/t CFR Turkey registered at the 
end of December 2017. 2018 started with spot prices for scrap into Turkey up over 25% y-o-y and the market is not sending 
signals of a correction as yet, despite the high differential with iron ore levels. 
 

In this special edition of Kallanish Steel 
Weekly our editors have put together a 
round-up of the developments in all the 
markets in 2017. They have also given 
outlooks for both Q1 2018 and the full 
year ahead adding a number of 
interesting factors to watch that are likely 
to have an important impact on the 
market this year. 
 
According to the World Steel Association 
steel demand is set to continue a 
moderate growth in 2018, getting close to 
1.65 billion tonnes, increasing over 1.5% 
y-o-y. This outlook, issued back in 
October 2017, could well be 
outperformed if the Chinese market holds 
better than expected, as it did in 2017. 

Iron Ore & Scrap in 2017 

Steel Demand, Finished Steel (Mt=million tonnes, y-o-y growth rate is expressed in %) 

Source: worldsteel 
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2017 was a year of drama across Asia, led by China’s consistent ability to defy bearish analysts. China was far from the only drama in 

town however, with Japanese quality scandals, ‘innovative’ trade cases against Vietnamese re-rollers and galvanisers and trade flows in 

general being completely upended. 

 

By cutting capacity dramatically and creating the economic confidence to shore up demand, China reversed the norms which the entire 

market had become used to. Not only did exports fall but China became a net exporter of scrap and even began importing some billet. 

That was mainly from Iran and few came away from that trade with a profit but the fact it was even considered shows the extent to which 

China has changed. The central reason was the extent of capacity that was closed. On top of the usual outdated facilities that are more 

often than not replaced with bigger furnaces, China cut a massive 140 million tonnes/year of induction furnace capacity, leaving longs 

markets suddenly undersupplied. Shanghai spot HRB400 rebar, which had been trading below CNY 2,000/t in mid-2016, came close to 

breaching CNY 5,000/t in December. Chinese HRC prices may have been less dramatic than rebar, but they too now rank among the 

highest of any major steel market. 

 

The central change was in fact political as much as economic. Xi Jinping is centralising China’s power structure like the country has not 

seen in decades. He gave an early sign of how seriously he took pushing supply-side reform through local administrations in 2015 when 

he crashed provincial leadership meetings to dress-down senior figures. The dust is still settling after two years of browbeating officials (or 

worse) finally led to an increase in profitability at state-owned steelmakers. In 2018 we may begin to see more nuance to his policies. 

Supply-side reform is not really about cutting capacity, it is about securing a solid base for the economy. That means slower demand but 

continued investment in capacity, as long as it is the right capacity. 

 

There is no sign of any reversal of the key factor which the world has been watching however; the collapse of Chinese exports. China 

looks set to export around 75m t of steel in 2017, and that is likely to fall further to around 65m t in 2018. While the collapse has been 

primarily in long products, flat product exports have also fallen as Chinese offers have become too high. 

 

This has created something of a free-for-all in Southeast Asia, with demand being filled in all manner of ways. In addition to the restart or 

increased output from many EAFs in the region, some of those Chinese induction furnaces have decamped to Indonesia, Malaysia, 

Vietnam and the Philippines. At the same time Russian Far East billet is being sent to the Philippines, Turkey and even Qatar are selling 

large volumes of rebar into the region, and the Vietnamese HRC market, once dominated by China, is seeing Indian and Russian HRC 

compete for price (although often still through Chinese traders). All of which casts doubts on US plans to treat Vietnamese HDG as 

circumvented Chinese HRC. In a world in which rapidly growing Vietnamese cold rolling and galvanizing capacity can buy from Japan, 

Korea, India, Russia or even from its own new HRC capacity at Formosa Ha Tinh, can those duties really have an impact any more? If 

Southeast Asia had one lesson to teach from 2017, it is that trade flows can change far more quickly than protections can be put in place, 

and in the end there is nothing that will protect your business quite like being internationally competitive. 
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Asia 
China changed the game, 
but nobody knows the 
rules  
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  Kallanish 2018 Outlook Asia  

Q1 2018 Factors to watch 
 
The cycle around Chinese New Year in February 
will again define markets in Q1. So far, Chinese 
traders have been reluctant to restock as they 
deemed December’s prices levels far too high. 
Many have already begun raising funds to 
sustain higher stock levels however. After 
weakness in January, prevailing confidence over 
Q2 steel demand should trigger a bout of 
restocking and higher prices. 
 
Iron ore meanwhile has been sustained over $70 
by mills expectations that they will need to 
produce more to meet restocking demand. If 
restocking fails to materialise, all bets are off. 
Otherwise a strong end to Q1 is expected. 

 
Chinese demand in 2018 is expected to be flat 
overall from 2017, but this masks some 
important shifts. Automotive and white goods are 
expected to grow, while improved corporate 
profits should mean higher capex and better 
machinery demand. A slowdown in the real 
estate sector and in central government support 
for infrastructure may be compounded by higher 
bank lending costs to bring demand from these 
sectors down slightly. That’s generally good for 
flats and special steels and weaker for 
construction longs. While y-o-y changes may be 
small, watch out for volatility from political 
interventions, new capacity being commissioned, 
trade disputes and raw material market 
anomalies. 

 
Capacity: China will be commissioning 20m t/y 
of EAF capacity from Q2 and continues to add 
special steel and stainless capacity. Vietnam’s 
Formosa Ha Tinh is due to commission its 
second 3.5m t/y blast furnace, potentially 
disrupting HRC trade. 
 
Chinese policy: China says its deleveraging, 
kind of, but if the economy slows could that be 
reversed? With China more centralised could a 
poorly-thought through policy statement create 
unexpected shockwaves? 
 
Trade: Korea will renegotiate its FTA with the 
USA, while Nafta renegotiations will also have 
ramifications in Korea. Trade flows meanwhile 
will be impacted by recovering Indian demand, 
uncertainties surrounding Iran and a host of 
other factors. 
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